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1. System

Easy to use, robust & scalable.
Skypiom’s Knowledge Management System (KMS) is a NextGen SA Board of People Practices (SABPP)
endorsed, Sage 300 People certified cloud-based learning platform that can be implemented with an
eLearning, instructor-led and / or blended learning approach.

The Kirkpatrick Difference

The KMS is uniquely based on the
Kirkpatrick Levels of Measurement
and packs a myriad of standard
and advanced functionality, not
commonly found in traditional
Learning Management Systems.
A Case for AWS

Purpose built and robust, the KMS
is underpinned by one of the most
powerful and safe server
environment in the world, Amazon
Web Services (AWS), thereby
ensuring consistency and a smooth
and superlative user experience.

Cloud Based

Mobile Friendly

Flexible Integration

Custom Branding

Multi Lingual

Support

Dashboard & Leaderboard

User Hierarchies

Free Profile Retention

Secure

Genuinely cloud based & not
remotely hosted

Single sign-on and API
integrations supported

Multi-lingual and provision for
different time zones

Role specific dashboards,
including leaderboards

Retention of all inactive user
accounts and data

Smartphones and tablets,
irrespective of operating system

Customisable colour scheme,
including company logo

Unlimited and free support for
company administrators

Varying user hierarchies as
defined by the customer
Two-Factor Authentication,
backups and encryption

Straightforward Migration
A learner’s past achievements can originate from any source, such as tertiary education, a previous employer’s
internal training program, online courses, or their own upskilling that they may have done in their own time - the
origins of a learner’s past achievements are virtually limitless.
Skypiom’s “Consolidated Achievement Registry” captures and records these achievements and even allows for the
migration of learner data from an existing LMS.
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2. Content

Flexibility & functionality redefined.

The KMS natively and reliably supports both
SCORM as well as common content standards a world first!
In addition, content is delivered via AWS's “CloudFront” infrastructure, the same technology used by
Netflix, meaning that content is delivered from local edge servers and not from abroad, translating to
lighting-fast content delivery. Always.

SCORM Content

Common Content

No Authoring Tools

Instructional Design

Offline Capability

Course Parameters

Unlimited Content

Career Paths

Soft Skills

Kirkpatrick Level 1

Feedback Loops

Easy Upload

SCORM 1.2 & SCORM
2004, AICC, xAPI (Tin Can
API) & cmi5

View content online or
download content, specified
by the course author

Over 140 optional soft skills
available, covering numerous
interesting topics

PDF (static & interactive,
Word & PowerPoint) MP4,
MP3, YouTube, Viemo,
ThingLink, Indesign etc.

Sequential progression,
minimum time on module,
enrolment expiry etc.

Measure affinity rating as
well as post course
feedback from learners

No expensive authoring
tools are required for
common content standards

Host unlimited content, at
no additional cost,
including version control

Learners can communicate
course feedback to the
authors for quality purposes

Analyse needs and
structure course outcomes
directly on the KMS

Deploy flexible
development strategies
directly with the KMS

Upload content directly
from desktop, Microsoft
OneDrive or Dropbox
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3. Assessing

Truly comprehensive. Even with SCORM.
Skypiom’s assessment environment is one of the
most powerful assessing areas that can be found
on a LMS and far surpasses commonplace
eLearning assessing capabilities. Assessment
results can be accepted as a true axiom:
To ensure that learners do not share questions or
answers amongst each other, the KMS draws
questions via a Question Selector from a
comprehensive Question Bank system. There may

be unlimited Question Banks containing unlimited
questions, whereby questions can easily be
grouped within each question bank.
The Question Selector supplies any number of
(random) questions from predetermined Question
Groups from pre-set Question Banks. Even though
each learner's assessment will differ, the comparability
remains due to the established reference between
Question Groups and Question Banks.
Multiple Choice

Free Text Answers

Weighting & Scoring

Randomisation

Timed Assessments

Surveys

Moderation

Multiple Attempts

Multiple choice one answer
correct as well as multiple
answers correct supported

Answers may be weighted
and negative scoring is
supported in full, if required

Assessments may be timed
or untimed; note that
answers are auto-saved

Media, such as
images & videos,
are supported

If enabled, a (remote)
moderator may uphold, strike
or overrule learners'
moderation requests

Formative / summative as
well as observational
assessing options

The question selector
allows for various question
randomisation options

Sampled and scored via
multiple choice and / or
free text answers

Optionally allow learners to
retake an assessment if
they do not meet the
minimum requirements.

Verified Identity / Proctoring Required?
Specifically for the likes of compliance and mandatory training, with VITAL-1
(Verified Identity Testing and Assessment Lodging) the KMS can reliably confirm
the identity of the assessed learner - without an independent third party verifier!
VITAL-1, an optional assessment security layer, captures random
photographs of the learner only during the assessment phase. The KMS
compares the photographs taken and matches them to the learner's identity
document on record. Smart algorithms determine the match propensity,
which can be manually confirmed by the assessor. The system comprises
various additional and confidential security parameters to ensure that the
system cannot be duped by the learner.
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4. Reporting

Granular measurability & custom reporting in all facets.
Reporting forms the backbone of the
Knowledge Management System.
The KMS can deliver truly granular, insightful
and powerful reports on a scheduled or
on-demand basis with various reporting options.
Skypiom's "Report Development Kit", allows for
genuine custom reporting that extends well
beyond the capabilities of a standard report
generator. The customer's IT team (or Skypiom,
if required) can develop custom reports on the
KMS directly via the reporting ecosystem.

Simple: If it cannot be measured,
it cannot be improved.

Rich reporting through data.
What makes the KMS unique and different
compared to a traditional LMS is in the way that
data is handled and managed.
Traditional SCORM-only systems inherently do
not comprise data structures that in turn severely
hamstring reporting capabilities. The KMS is
different: Skypiom makes use of different data
storage classes and techniques, including a high
performance SQL database as well as Amazon’s
award winning S3 store. The detailed and granular
recording and access to data allows for a truly
unrivalled reporting environment.

WSP / ATR / BBBEE / CPD reporting?
Serving as an example, specific reports can be
created through the “Report Development Kit”,
meaning that a customer can access, download
and distribute genuine custom reports that can be
amended as and when required.
Custom reporting with complete control: again a
first from Skypiom.

Assessment Reports

Enrolment Reports

Course Reports

User Reports

Consumption Reports

Classroom Reports

Survey Reports

Other Reports

Including microlearning
reports, improvements,
question bank analysis' as
well as to assessment reports

Granular insights into course
enrolments as well as external
courses consumed, including
those from the KMS store

Comprehensive configuration
details as well as trends are
covered, including course
consumption details and graphs

Comprising survey analysis
and detail, these reports
cover individual questions as
well as full survey particulars

Specifics surrounding all
enrolments, these reports
showcase detail on
learners and courses

Highlighting user activity
as well as session
particulars that can be
used for forensic analysis

Reports include classroom
attendance per session as
well as on a per learner on
a detailed basis

CSV, SOPCAPS, Support
queries, voucher reports
et al all fall under this
vast category
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5. Gamification

Going beyond. Again, only on the KMS.
Infoboard & Leaderboard
The Infoboard creates a full circle learning
experience that allows a company to
communicate and engage with their audience
in an easy and central manner.
The Infoboard system, directly integrated into the
KMS, allows for any number of Infoboard
screens to be driven off of live KMS datasets.

Infoboards take the form of large TV screens, whereby
content for the screens is provided via so-called
customisable “carousels”, configured with any number of
“slides”. Content can originate from either of the following:

KMS data (learner results, enrolments etc.)
Public Interest Pages (weather, traffic etc.)
Custom data (custom images, messages etc.)

Certificates & Open Badges
Customers can upload unlimited certificate templates onto the
KMS and allow for automatic imprinting of information, including
pass criteria, expiration date and serial numbers etc.
Open
Badge

Open Badges, visual and verifiable tokens of achievement, can be
linked to successfully completed courses and assessments for
learners to download and retain upon earning.

Next level Gamification: COMPETE
The COMPETE (Community Participation through
Education, Technology and Entertainment) module
covers the needs for unrivalled gamification, which
includes fast deployment and excellent resonance with
all levels of employees, including unskilled workers.
The COMPETE environment is integrated into the
Infoboard module. COMPETE quiz sessions, drawing
questions from new or existing question banks, can be
activated and displayed on the Infoboard on either
scheduled or on-demand basis. Learners, as well as
public users who do not require a KMS account, can
register themselves with their smartphone by simply
scanning the displayed QR code with their mobile device
– no apps or other downloads are required!

Any smartphone acts as
the controller on which
answers are selected.
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6. Instructor Led Training
Blended learning & classroom support.

The KMS can be deployed as
a pure eLearning platform
only or alternatively together
with a blended approach.
Even if no eLearning is desired,
the KMS will provide a granular
oversight of the entire
instructor-led training
environment. This again is
accentuated by the COMPETE
assessing / quizzing module,
outlined on the previous page.

Learners have the flexibility to schedule their own classroom sessions, or alternatively be enrolled into a
classroom session, including future dated enrolments. Included in the classroom session are starting time,
duration, venue and facilitator, whereby the facilitator has control over roll call.

Flexible Scheduling

Schedule venue / location, time & date, facilitator, &
available seats on the KMS directly

Enrolment Options

Administrators can enrol learners into training sessions, or
learners can choose from suitable venues, dates & times

Granular Reporting

Detailed reporting & insights, including intervention and
ancillary costs (such as data, travel), time & attendance etc.

Linked Assessing

Assess learners directly on the KMS, or capture practical
& observational assessments

Compare eLearning to ILT

Effectively compare eLearning to ILT / classroom training
interventions through detailed insights
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7. Advanced Functionality
Simply because we can.

Microlearning.

Performance Management.

The “Continuous Learning of
Co-ordinated Knowledge” (CLOCK)
module allows for flexible administration
of small snippets of assessing coupled
with learning on a daily basis.

In line with measuring Kirkpatrick Levels
3 and 4, the KMS comprises a flexible
performance management and auditing
suite, termed the “Performance
Management Entity” (PERMANENT).

Each morning the learner receives a
question in their inbox, which is
answered by simply clicking the link in
turn exposing the question (which may
contain media). No login is required,
whereby the learner is immediately
presented with the correct answer as well
as an explanation around the answer.

PERMANENT may be used to track and
develop performance of individual staff
members, groups and departments as well
as other environments that require ongoing
performance tracking and development.

Microlearning commands negligible
administration and is minimally disruptive.

The KMS supports a myriad of
performance management and / or audit
compiling options together with various
deployment methodologies, such as single
and dual-party workflows.

eCommerce.
The KMS incorporates a content
vending module, the KMS Store, via
which select content can be made
available to company as well as
non-company KMS users.
The option for learners to procure
content is standard on the KMS, whereby
the option to sell content is made
available as a value added service.
Content can even be made available to
members of the public thereby affording
customers the option of commercialising
their KMS investment.
Payments are managed via the secure
Payfast payment gateway, whereby
content can be sold either on a singular
course basis or alternatively in complete
course libraries.

Video Lessons.
Integrated into the KMS, Video Lessons
allow customers to schedule remote
training interventions directly on the
KMS. Video Lessons are safely hosted by
Zoom and the scheduling and managing
of the Video Lesson functionality can be
extended to all users.
Video Lesson invites are calendar
integratable and the session is
recordable as well as transcribable.
Lastly, learner participation is measured
and expressed in a percentage, which
can be extrapolated into “classroom”
participation minutes.
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8. Knowledge Base
Integrated & flexible.

Skypiom’s Knowledge Base, “Doctrina”, latin for “Knowledge”, is a centralised library or repository
where information is stored, organised and shared in one place.

Easy to set up
Rather than having to deploy a further system,
administrators (and users alike) can benefit from having
the Doctrina Knowledge Base directly integrated to the
Knowledge Management System.
Skypiom’s Knowledge Base supports Markdown text, PDF
documents as well as videos. Markdown text is created
directly on the system via an editor, whereby PDFs and
videos can be either directly uploaded or synchronised via
Microsoft OneDrive or Dropbox.

Markdown Text
Authors may use the built-in Markdown
editor to create documents in an easy to
read and write, text format.
PDF Documents
PDF documents can be easily made
available on the Knowledge Base.
Video
Videos, if required, are automatically
converted into the MP4 H.264 codec as
well as transcribed for searchability - a first!

Straightforward searching. Just like Google.
The Knowledge Base allows users to search Markdown and PDF
documents. Taking searchability a step further, the Knowledge Base
even allows the searching of keywords within videos!
After keywords have been found within Markdown and PDF
documents they are highlighted for easy toggling. For videos, the
Knowledge Base simply positions the video feed 5 seconds before
the keyword appears in the video.

Permissions
User only
All documents and videos are limited to the user only with no one
else receiving access to the uploaded information.
Company
Every user of a company has access to Doctrina documents and
videos, such as Skypiom’s system documentation. Additional
restrictions may however be implemented for specific folders,
documents or videos for specific users groups.

Company Group
Freestanding KMS instances that form
part of a company group can share
Knowledge Bases with one another
thereby circumventing having to duplicate
group specific Knowledge Bases.
Here too additional restrictions may be
applied for specific user groups.
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9. Soft Skills & Content Production
Turnkey & affordable.

Skypiom soft skills can be included on an unlimited enrolment basis,
thereby ensuring immediate time to value for all learners.
Skypiom can provide its
customers with an array of soft
skill courses to keep learners
engaged and productive. The
KMS can deploy with ±140 soft
skills, whereby course
recommendations can be
displayed on landing page.
The company administrator may
decide to make some or all of the

soft skills courses available in the
course library, enabling learners
to self-enrol organically.
Alternatively, the soft skills
courses may be restricted so
that learners cannot self-enrol.
Instead, the company
administrator enrols learners
into those soft skills courses
that are needed.

Click here to download the soft skills catalogue.

Soft skills categories:
Administrative Skills, Human Resources, Sales & Marketing, Workplace Essentials, Career
Development, Personal Development and Supervisors & Managers.

Content Production.
As a value added service to its customers,
Skypiom provides a myriad of custom content
creation solutions.
From microlearning, instructor-led classroom
training or eLearning to assessments and
certifications, Skypiom can combine training
requirements into an array of formats such as
PDF's, animations and videos (including talking
heads, voice-over presentations).
Skypiom can also assist with an end-to-end
instructional design for an efficient, effective and
appealing end result.
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10. Personality Profiling

Clone top performing employees. Reliably.
The Skypiom Online Personality & Cognitive Ability Profiling
Suite (SOPCAPS) allows customers to quickly identify the
perfect employee based on their ingrained attitude,
personality traits as well as cognitive abilities.
Too often employees are onboarded based on only the skill set
that they possess, instead of coupling this to the attitude of
the individual. Skills can always be taught, but an ingrained
attitude is unique to each character and this is what sets
suitable staff apart from the unsuitable.
Personalities are profiled by completing the scientifically based
IPIP-NEO personality assessment. The IPIP-NEO focusses on
“The Big Five”, namely Extraversion, Agreeableness,
Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, and Openness to Experience.
The assessment also comprises a Cognitive Abilities section.
The organisation can set a user’s profile as a master search
profile based on a top performing employee against which
other profiles are compared, or alternatively create a unique
master search profile based on prerequisites. There is no limit
to the amount of master search profiles that can be generated.

The organisation can now “clone” top performing employees and understand the
personality and cognitive ability of the potential employee before ever meeting them,
as well as search for ideal candidates already within the organisation's employ.

The personality assessment is not timed whereby
the Cognitive Abilities section is restricted to 90
minutes. Since the SOPCAPS is a cloud based
application, any operating system can be utilised to
complete the profiling assessment.
With zero polarisation and thus no cultural, sex and
age related bias, your organisation can enter a
completely new realm of personality assessments
that allows you to truly compare two or more
employees, irrespective of background.
SOPCAPS is approved by the Health Professions
Council of South Africa (HPCSA) as a "test under
development", meaning that it can be reliably
deployed within an organisation. SOPCAPS data
collection is ongoing to reaffirm to the HPCSA
SOPCAPS' reliability and validity.

Multiple Applications

Comparability

Profile Retention

Affordable

Self Assessment

Report

Use SOPCAPS for career
pathing, recruitment and
promotion process

Unlimited SOPCAPS profile
retention, at no additional
cost to customer

Approved for self assessment,
meaning that no psychologist
or psychometrist is required
for debriefing

Easily compare two or more
employees, irrespective of
their background

SOPCAPS is scalable and
priced for large volume
deployment

Downloadable 9 page
report, including definitions
as well as interpretation
guidelines
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11. Skypiom as a Service Provider
Integrity. Honesty. Transparency.

Skypiom is not only reliable but
also possesses vast knowledge
in the eLearning and classroom
training arena as well as
expertise in software
development and its subsequent
deployment.
Given that the KMS is not a white
label system but rather in-house
developed, Skypiom can offer its
customers a truly well mapped and
functional learning management
system, including support.

Skypiom believes that the ideal support scenario
offers telephonic access via a local (within the
country) telephone number, lead directly to a “live”
person and gets the customer connected to
somebody with real knowledge about the KMS as
well as the subject matter.
The KMS furthermore incorporates a built-in
hands-on ticket based support functionality called

ASSYST, whereby all users (learners & administrators
alike) may lodge a support ticket on the system at any
given time. Once resolved, either party may opt to
have the ticket closed whereby the ticket owner must
agree and confirm that the support request has been
fulfilled to their satisfaction. Further, the same support
person will tend to the raised request, thereby
mitigating distortion by having a number of varying
people deal with a single support ticket.

Contact Details
Skypiom solution architects and support team look
forward to engaging with you and to delivering a
value proposition that not only meets your
requirements now but one that is also centric to the
future requirements of your business.
17 Leeukloof Drive
Tamboerskloof, 8001
Cape Town, South Africa

Tel: +27 21 012 5600
info@skypiom.com
www.skypiom.com

Postnet Suite 747
Private Bag X17
Constantia, 7806
Cape Town, South Africa
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